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1 Introduction

Suffix trees [41] have been used for a long time to solve language related problems,
from plagiarism detection to finding code duplication. Suffix trees make it possible
to efficiently find common substrings within a text and also find all substrings that
share the same prefix. The suffix tree is nowadays usually replaced by a more
space efficient alternative called the suffix array [28]. The suffix array is an array of
pointers to suffixes of the text in lexicographically sorted order. We can search the
suffix array for all occurrences of a substring or alternatively we can augment the
suffix array with an additional array to achieve essentially the same functionality
as a suffix tree but in smaller space. Together the suffix tree and the suffix array
are considered fundamental text indexes and form the basis for more complex text
index structures.

Character-based suffix structures can be easily augmented to work with words in-
stead of characters. We need to only represent each word with an integer token
and store the mapping between tokens and words. In this way we can move from
matching strings to matching sequences of words, also known as n-grams.

A language model is a probability distribution over a word sequence. Given a
sequence of words or an n-gram, a language model assigns a probability to the given
n-gram. Simplest language models, n-gram language models, simply look at the
word context to determine the probability for the sequence. Applications of language
models include, for example, handwriting recognition [34], machine translation [2]
and augmentative and alternative communication devices [22].

Language, however, is creative and not all words we have seen have appeared in
all possible contexts. To work around this problem a class of techniques called
smoothing have been developed. One of them is the Kneser-Ney smoothing by Ney,
Essen and Kneser [31], which is often considered the best count based smoothing
technique for n-gram language models [7]. Several language modeling toolkits have
been devised, for example KenLM [18] and SRILM [39], that contain Kneser-Ney
smoothing, or its later improvement modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [7]. A com-
mon drawback for many Kneser-Ney implementations is high memory consumption.
Several attempts have been made to try to solve this problem drawing from the vast
literature including distributed computing [19] and compact data structures [13].

Suffix trees have also been considered for language models and in particular for
Kneser-Ney smoothing [24], but suffix trees and suffix arrays have exactly the same
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problem: high memory overhead [12].

Independent of language models, around the year 2000, a line of research emerged
that utilized the compressability of text to build far smaller indexes. We call data
structure a compressed index, if it takes space proportional to the compressed text,
and a self index, if the compressed index contains enough information to efficiently
reproduce the substring [30]. The first self index is attributed to Ferragina and
Manzini [10]. This data structure with the subsequent work built upon it is known
as the FM-index.

The FM-index works by leveraging the compressability of the text with the Burrows-
Wheeler transform [5] and a wavelet tree [16], achieving the same functionality as
a suffix array in space equivalent to a BWT-based data compressor. Compressed
suffix tree structures have followed hand in hand with compressed suffix arrays and
there are wide variety of CST structures to choose from [32].

In 2015 Shareghi et al. used a compressed suffix tree to build a language model
to compute the Kneser-Ney probabilities on-the-fly [37]. The following year they
extended their work to include modified Kneser-Ney and improved their previous
solution by moving some of the expensive computation from querying to the index
building step [38]. Their solution is highly competitive in size with state-of-the-art
language modeling toolkits and allows for infinite-order language modelling.

This thesis began by looking at work of Paskov et al [33]. Their work considers com-
puting matrix multiplication straight from the suffix tree in the context of language
modeling. We identified several issues with the paper and were unable to gain access
to their source code. For this reason we decided to shift our focus to the works of
Shareghi et al.

We continue the work of Shareghi et al. by looking at different space time tradeoffs
between their optimized compressed data structures. At the core of their language
model is the compressed suffix tree and a precomputed cache of n-gram satellite
data, the Kneser-Ney counts. The precomputed counts are stored in variable length
encoded vectors and retrieved through suffix tree access. We look at the cache
efficiency of this solution and devise two methods to improve the query time.
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2 Related Work

Kneser-Ney language models [25] and their modified version [7] have enjoyed long
lasting popularity in the language modeling community. Several language modeling
toolkits implement modified Kneser-Ney smoothing, for example SRILM [39] and
KenLM [18, 20]. Currently, KenLM is often considered the state-of-the-art solution
when it comes to scaling to high dimensions [35].

KenLM offers a trie- and a hash-based solution to compute MKN values and involves
sorting in external memory. The I/O efficiency is a well known bottleneck of KenLM.
Shareghi et al. [37, 38] compared their solution against KenLM in query time and
achieved good results when disk load was included, but even an order of magnitude
worse times when everything could be done in memory. We have included a more
detailed summary of their results in Section 5.4.

Recently, in 2019, Pibiri and Venturini [35] considered improving upon the I/O
efficiency of the KenLM line of solutions. Their solution uses an Elias-Fano trie to
map between n-grams and related satellite data and encode the data in variable-
length encoded vectors. Their solution allows for estimating MKNmodels in external
memory and works by sorting n-gram strings once, outputing a compressed trie that
indexes the strings in suffix order. They report 4.5x faster construction time than the
state-of-the-art algorithm and ability to compute the Kneser-Ney modified counts
in linear time and space proportional to the vocabulary.

A separate line of questioning is, whether the counting based smoothing techniques
are the best tool for the job when considering infinite-order language modeling. It is
well known that, unlike neural network-based solutions, count-based models suffer
from the curse of dimensionality [17]. As the size of the data set, vocabulary and
alphabet grows, this causes an exponential growth in possible sequences and a data
sparsity problem. It is an often reported phenomena that modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing does not really improve after the 5-gram length [17, 6, 21].

A recent tech report by Google [6] reports much greater perplexity scores on neural-
based models than interpolated Kneser-Ney, showing that the Kneser-Ney model
did not really improve after 5-gram order, whereas infinite-order neural-based solu-
tions reached much lower perplexity scores. Nevertheless, a tech report by Google
Brain [21] argues that fifth order modified Kneser-Ney smoothing still has a place
as an accurate low-order language modeling technique and possibly has a future in
combination with neural-based techniques.
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3 Language Modeling

Language models assign a probability to a sequence of words. We call sequences
of words n-grams and they form a common building block of language modeling.
N -gram models are a widely used tool in machine learning and natural language
processing [35]. Examples run from plagiarism detection to spelling correction and
make use of massive data sets [35].

A big problem in language modeling is data sparsity. Word sequences can be long
and the frequency of a sequence goes down as the length increases. The longer the
sequence the less likely we have seen it before. To solve this we often work with
shorter sequences that approximate the frequencies and probabilities of the longer
ones. A natural approach to estimate those probabilities is to count the occurrences
of shorter n-grams and the contexts they appear in.

A key concept in language modeling is the context. Words appearing in different
contexts have different meanings and figuring out the context is a common problem
in count-based modeling [7]. Indexes that allow for fast pattern matching and finding
all suffixes or prefixes of word sequences are a natural choice for this problem.

However, it is not enough to find all contexts our sequences have appeared in. To
even start building a good model we need to measure "good". To estimate how
confident our model is in its prediction we use the perplexity score, a measure derived
from entropy [7]. Entropy is a quantity associated with any random variable that
ties together two seemingly distant problems: measuring uncertainty and measuring
information.

Once we know how to measure our model we can start tuning it to give better results.
One of the problems we face early on is unknown words and words appearing in new
or novel contexts. To solve this problem a set of smoothing techniques have been
developed to move the probability mass around [7]. These techniques aim to improve
our measure.

One of the best performing count-based smoothing techniques with n-gram models
is the modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [7]. The MKN is made of several complex
context counts for which suffix trees have been suggested as an efficient solution [24].
Shareghi et al. used a compressed suffix tree to build a compact language model
to compute modified Kneser-Ney probabilities for sentences [37, 38]. We extended
their work and go through here the background needed to understand our work.
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3.1 N-gram Language Models

Models that assign probabilities to sequences of words are called language models [7].
The simplest model that assigns probabilities to sentences and sequences of words
is the n-gram model [7]. An n-gram is a sequence of words, for example, "jump
higher" is a 2-gram (or bigram), and "train is coming" is a 3-gram (or trigram).
The problem n-gram models try to solve is to compute the probability of a given
word w with a history h, expressed as P (w|h) [7].

We can define the probability for the sequence of words P (w1, w2, ..., wn) using the
chain rule of probability:

P (wn1 ) = P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w2
1)...P (wn|wn−11 ) =

n∏
k=1

P (wk|wk−11 ).

This tells us that we can get the joint probability of a sentence by decomposing
it to conditional probabilities. However, we do not have a way to compute long
histories of conditional probabilities. To get a working model we need to make the
Markov assumption. Markov models are probabilistic models that assume we can
predict the probability of a future event without looking too far into the past [7].
This is the idea behind n-gram models: we approximate the history with just the
last few words [7]. For example, the bigram model approximates the probability
of a word using only the conditional probability of the previous word P (wn|wn−1).
So instead of computing P (science|in Kumpula we study) we approximate it with
P (science|study). Thus, the bigram approximation can be expressed in the form:

P (wn|wn−11 ) ≈ P (wn|wn−1).

It can be further generalized to an n-gram approximation:

P (wn|wn−11 ) ≈ P (wn|wn−1n−N+1).

Now we are ready to compute the probability of a word sequence P (wn1 ). First we
choose the assumption we want to use, for example the bigram assumption. Then
we calculate the product of the probabilities using our assumption:

P (wn1 ) ≈
n∏
k=1

P (wk|wk−1).

Finally, we have to choose an estimate for our bigram assumption. One example
would be maximum likelihood estimation:

p(wi|wi−1) =
C(wi−1wi)∑
w C(wi−1w)

.
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Where we estimate the probability of a word wi on a history wi−1 by counting how
many times the word wi has appeared in the context of wi−1 and dividing it with
the sum of counts for all the words that have followed the history wi−1.

3.2 Evaluating Language Models

We commonly evaluate a language model by the probability that the model assigns
to a set of test data using a measure called perplexity. Let T be our text as a set of
sentences (t1, t2, ...tn) and P our language model. We can define the text probability
as:

P (T ) =
n∏
i

P (ti).

The perplexity PP (T ) is a measurement of how well our model P predicts the
sample T and is often given as:

PP (T ) = (
n∏
i

1

P (ti)
)

1
n .

The intuitive understanding of PP is that it is the number of guesses the model
needs to perform for the next word when iterating the text. In general, lower scores
on these measurements means better application performance.

Often in practice perplexity calculation is done, instead of multiplying, adding log-
arithms. This way we avoid the possible overflow.

PP (T ) = exp(− 1

n

n∑
i

ln(P (ti))).

In this work we have followed the example of Shareghi et al. and measured the
performance in perplexity.

3.3 Smoothing

To help the model to not assign zero probabilities to yet unseen n-grams, we take a
small amount of probability from more common events and give it to unseen events.
This is called smoothing or discounting [7]. There exist wide variety of different
smoothing techniques.
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For motivation, consider the sentence Dumbledore built a house. Now our bigram
model with maximum likelihood estimation would like us to assign counts for the
words, but maybe we have never seen Dumbledore build a house before.

P (built|Dumbledore) =
Dumbledore built∑
w C(Dumbledore w)

=
0

42

Since our sentence probabilities are multiples of bigram probabilities, just a single
unknown event will bring the whole probability to zero. We can remedy this problem
by utilizing smoothing techniques.

One of the simplest smoothing techniques is called add-one smoothing. With the
add-one smoothing we add 1 to each word count and add the number of unique
words to the context count. For example, our bigram probability,

P (wn|wn−1) =
C(wn−1wn)∑
w C(wn−1w)

,

then becomes:
Padd−one(wn|wn−1) =

C(wn−1wn) + 1∑
w C(wn−1w) + V

,

where V is the number of unique words. It is easy to see how add-one smoothing
moves the probability mass from known cases to unknown events.

Not only do smoothing techniques save us from zero probabilities, they improve the
accuracy of the estimate as a whole. In general, whenever a count number is low,
smoothing techniques improve the estimates [7].

3.4 Kneser-Ney Smoothing

In 1995, Kneser and Ney introduced a smoothing algorithm that is today known as
Kneser-Ney smoothing [25]. The algorithm has its background in absolute discount-
ing, the previous work by Ney, Essen and Kneser [31] and its modern formulation is
due to Chen and Goodman [7].

Absolute discounting is an interpolated smoothing algorithm. In general, novel
contexts tend to appear more with higher order n-grams. This is natural, because
generally the longer the n-grams get the more likely the sequence is unique. The
idea behind interpolated smoothing algorithms is to move some of the probability
mass from the lower order n-grams to higher order ones.
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The problem with absolute discounting is that lower order n-grams get assigned too
high counts. Kneser and Ney observed that some of the words appear only in limited
context and their lower order n-gram counts get overvalued.

For example, say we have a bigram model and we have a city name like San Marino
everywhere in our text. It is likely then that our model assigns a high unigram
probability to the word San, even though it only appears in the text in a limited
context, with the word Marino.

Let u be the first word of context and xxx rest of the context. The probability for
word w given history uxxx with Kneser-Ney algorithm is:

Pm(w|uxxx) =
[c(uxxxw)−D]+

c(uxxx)
+

D

c(uxxx)
N1+(uxxx•)Pm−1(w|xxx)

Where N1+(uxxx•) = |{wi : c(uxxxwi) ≥ 1}| and 0 ≤ D ≤ 1. The notation N1+ means
words that have one or more counts and the • marks a free variable that is summed
over [7]. The value D is the fixed discount in the absolute discounting and with
[a]+ we mean max{a, 0}. The motivation for the fixed discounting value comes from
practical explorations of n-gram data sets and models [7].

The Kneser-Ney algorithm is a recursive algorithm and we can write the lower-order
terms as follows:

Pk(w|uxxx) =
[N1+(•uxxxw)−D]+

N1+(•uxxx•)
+
DN1+(uxxx•)
N1+(•uxxx•)

Pk−1(w|xxx).

The recursion ends at the unigram level:

P1(w|ε) =
N1+(•w)

N1+(••)
+

1

σ
.

The uniform distribution, 1
σ
, where σ is the number of different words, is often

added to the unigram probability. This way if the unigram count is not known, the
probability will not be zero and we get at least the uniform distribution. Shareghi
et al. used this approach (see Algorithm 2 line 3).

The three context counts needed for the Kneser-Ney algorithm are:

Ni+(α•) = |{w : c(αw) ≥ i}|,

Ni+(•α) = |{w : c(wα) ≥ i}|,

Ni+(•α•) = |{w1, w2 : c(w1αw2) ≥ i}|.
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We call the context count Ni+(α•) the left context, as it means all occurrences of
word w given the left context α. In a similar way we call the Ni+(•α) the right
context and the Ni+(•α•) the left and right context. Finally, the notation N1+(••)
simply means that for each word w take the count N1+(•w) and sum them up,∑

wN1+(•w).

For example consider computing the context counts N1((suffix, trees) •),
N1+(• (we, can)) and N1+(• (KenLM) •) using the Introduction of this thesis as a
corpus. Now our left context is the number of words that occur exactly once with
the context (suffix, trees):

N1((suffix, trees) •) = |{(suffix, trees, make), (suffix, trees, and)}| = 2.

The right context is the number of words that occur once or more with the context
(we, can):

N1+(• (we, can)) = |{(order, we, can), (alternatively, we, can), (way, we, can)}| = 3.

In a similar way we can count the left and right context with the pattern (KenLM):

N1+(• (KenLM) •) = |{(example, KenLM, and)}| = 1.

The three context counts are the most expensive part of the Kneser-Ney algorithm
and computing them efficiently from the suffix tree is a core problem considered in
the works of Shareghi et al [37, 38].

3.5 Modified Kneser-Ney Smoothing

In 1996 Chen and Goodman introduced a modified version of Kneser-Ney smoothing
[7]. Instead of using a single discount D for all nonzero counts as in Kneser-Ney
smoothing, the modified KN has three different parameters, D1, D2 and D3+. These
values are applied to n-grams with one, two and three or more counts. The new
equation then becomes:

Pm(w|uxxx) =
[c(uxxxw)−Dm(c(uxxxw))]+

c(uxxx)
+
γm(uxxx)Pm−1(w|xxx)

c(uxxx)

Pk(w|uxxx) =
[N1+(•uxxxw)−Dk(N1+(•uxxxw))]+

N1+(•uxxx•)
+
γk(uxxx)Pk−1(w|xxx)

N1+(•uxxx•)

P1(w|ε) =
[N1+(•w)−D1(N1+(•w))]+

N1+(••)
+

γ(ε)

N1+(••)
× 1

σ
.
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ni n1(3) = 696, n2(3) = 15, n3(3) = 4, n4(3) = 0,
n1(2) = 572, n2(2) = 43, n3(2) = 10, n4(2) = 7

n1(1) = 211, n2(1) = 45, n3(1) = 15, n4(1) = 10

Dk(j) D3(1) ≈ 0.958, D3(2) ≈ 1.233, D3(3) = 3, D2(1) ≈ 0.869,
D2(2) ≈ 1.393, D2(3) = 0.565, D1(1) ≈ 0.7, D1(2) ≈ 1.299, D1(3) ≈ 1.13

N N1((suffix, trees) •) = 2, N2((suffix, trees) •) = N3+((suffix, trees) •) = 0

N1+(• (trees, have)) = 1, N ′1((trees) •) = 3, N ′2((trees) •) = 0

N ′3+((trees) •) = 0, N ′1((have) •) = 5, N ′2((have) •) = 0, N ′3+((have) •) = 1,
N1+(••) = 636, N1+(• (have)) = 8, σ = 313

Figure 1: Precomputed modified Kneser-Ney parameters on P (have|suffix trees)
when the corpus is the Introduction of this thesis.

Where w is the word we are looking for, u is the last word of the history sequence
and xxx is a sequence of words. Recursion starts at the highest order n-gram level
m and proceeds to lower order k-grams where k ∈ [1,m]. Recursion ends at the
unigram level 1 where history is empty sequence ε and we multiply with the 1

σ
.

Finally we define the interpolation and discount parameters.

γk(uxxx) =

{ ∑
j∈{1,2,3+}D

k(j)Nj(uxxx•), if k = m∑
j∈{1,2,3+}D

k(j)N ′j(uxxx•), if k < m

Where N ′j(uxxx•) and Nj(uxxx•) are new modified counts not used in the Kneser-Ney
smoothing and we define them as:

Ni+(α•) = |{w : N1+(αw•) ≥ 1}|,

N ′i+(α•) = |{w : N1+(•αw) ≥ 1}|.

For example, consider computing the modified context count N ′3 + ((Kneser-Ney) •)
when the corpus is the Introduction of this thesis. Now because

N1+(• (Kneser-Ney, smoothing)) = 3

and for all other words w ∈ {implementation, probabilities, and, counts} that follow
a word Kneser-Ney,

N1+(• (Kneser-Ney,w)) = 1,

then:

N ′3 + ((Kneser-Ney) •) = |{N1+(• (Kneser-Ney, smoothing))}| = 1.
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Next we define adaptive discounts as follows:

Dk(j) =


0 if j = 0

1− 2n2(k)
n1(k)

× n1(k)
n1(k)+2n2(k)

, if j = 1

2− 3n3(k)
n2(k)

× n1(k)
n1(k)+2n2(k)

, if j = 2

3− 4n4(k)
n3(k)

× n1(k)
n1(k)+2n2(k)

, if j ≥ 3.

The values ni(k) mean k-grams with exactly i counts:

ni(k) =

{
|{α : |α| = k, c(α) = i}|, if k = m

|{α : |α| = k,N1+(•α) = i}|, if k < m.

For example, consider probability for the word "have" given the history "suffix
trees".

P3(have|suffix trees) =

[c(suffix trees have)−D3(c(suffix trees have))]+

c(suffix trees)
+
γ3(suffix trees)P2(have|trees)

c(suffix trees)

P2(have|trees) =
[N1+(• trees have)−D2(N1+(• trees have))]+

N1+(• trees •)
+
γ2(trees)P0(have|ε)
N1+(• trees •)

P1(have|ε) =
[N1+(• have)−D1(N1+(• have))]+

N1+(••)
+

γ(ε)

N1+(••)
× 1

313
.

Figure 1 shows the needed count and discount values. Placing them into the equation
gives us:

P3(have|suffix trees) ≈ 0.236.

The modified Kneser-Ney smoothing is often considered the best smoothing algo-
rithm for count based n-gram models. In Section 5.2 we show how Shareghi et al.
computed KN and MKN counts straight from the compressed suffix tree.

4 Compressed Data Structures

A significant part of everyday data is text data. Looking for a pattern in a text
or compressing text has been an active area of Computer Science research from
very early on [12]. There exist many data structures for a wide range of problems,
but when it comes to matching a substring in a given text, suffix-based solutions
have enjoyed long-lasting popularity. The traditional suffix data structures are the
suffix tree [41] and the suffix array [28]. It is easy to augment the traditional suffix
structures to work with words instead of characters. We have to only encode each
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word with a unique symbol c from our alphabet Σ. We call this type of word based
text indexing n-gram indexing [35].

The traditional text indexes, the suffix tree and the suffix array, allow for fast pattern
matching on a text. A suffix array contains all substrings with the same prefix in a
continuous interval and the suffix tree allows us to find this interval in linear time
in respect to the length of the pattern.

The problem with traditional text indexes is that they take lots of memory, some-
times even ten times more than the text itself [30]. The space usage of suffix-
based structures can be improved by compressing the text with succinct data struc-
tures. A succinct data structure provides the same functionality as an equivalent
uncompressed data structure, but requires only space equivalent to the information-
theoretic lower bound of the underlying data [37]. To reason about the theoretical
lower bound we can also use the empirical entropy of a string.

This line of research has dramatically lowered the memory cost of text indexing,
sometimes even to sub-linear space. One of the techniques behind this compress-
ability is the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [5]. The BWT is a preprocessing
technique that allows for greater ease of compressibility of the text.

The Burrows-Wheeler transform has a dual relationship with the suffix array. We
can recover not only the original text but also the suffix array from the BWT encoded
text. This is a key property in several compressed suffix array approaches. There
are several different approaches to building a compressed suffix array (CSA). We
focus here on the FM-index [10] line of techniques and in particular Huffman-based
wavelet tree approach [27].

If CSA algorithms are plentiful, then so are compressed suffix tree (CST) algorithms
as well. We focus here on the one picked by Shareghi et al. The OG-CST [32] is
formed using a compressed suffix array and an additional tree topology. Shareghi
et al. used this structure to compute the modified Kneser-Kney parameters. Some
parameters are computed from the tree topology and some are computed from the
BWT. We cover needed algorithms and data structures to solve this problem.

In addition to CST, Shareghi et al. used vbyte [3] encoded vectors to store n-
gram satellite data. We show how vbyte-coding can be used to lower the memory
requirements of integer vectors. Together these two structures form the basis of
Shareghi et al’s language model.
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4.1 Suffix Trees and Suffix Arrays

Let T be a text whose characters c1, c2, c3, ..., cn belong to an alphabet Σ. The suffix
tree TreeT = (V,E) for T is a compact trie with n leaves, each of which correspond
to a distinct suffix of T and is numbered according to the starting position of the
suffixes 1, ..., n. The edges along branch i are labeled with non-empty substrings
that partition suffix T [i]. The suffix T [i] can be reconstructed by concatenating the
edge labels from the root to the leaf i.

For each node v ∈ V , the node depth corresponds to the number of ancestors of v
and the string depth corresponds to the length of the concatenated path-labels. In
addition each child node vc of a node va has an ordering ≺ and can not share the
same first character with any siblings. This guarantees that the tree traversals are
well defined and that each node has at most σ children, where σ is the size of the
alphabet. Searching for a pattern p in TreeT translates to finding locus node v such
that the pattern p is a prefix of the concatenated path labels from root to node v.
This can be done in O(|p|) time. The traditional uncompressed suffix tree can be
constructed in linear time [9].

For example, consider finding all occurrences of the substring "ta" from text T =

"tassuttaa$". We can construct a suffix tree (Figure 2) and follow the path labels
from the root node to the locus node v, while matching our substring until there is
a mismatch or we run out of characters. All occurrences of substring "ta" can be
found from the leaves of the subtree corresponding to the locus node v.

The suffix array SA[0, ..., n − 1] for a text S is a lexicographically sorted array of
suffixes. The index SA[i] corresponds to the starting position of the ith smallest
suffix in T or the ith leaf in the suffix tree TreeT .

The suffix array can be constructed in O(n) time [23]. Using only the suffix array
looking for patter p in the text can be done in O(|p| log n) time by performing
binary seach. For example, consider finding all occurrences of character "a" in
T = tassuttaa$. By looking at Figure 2 we find that all occurrences of our substring
T [1] = a, T [7] = a, T [8] = a can be found on continuous interval SA[1..3] = [8, 7, 1].

The duality between the suffix array and the suffix tree can be easily observed from
Figure 2. The leaves of a suffix tree form the suffix array and for that reason finding
all occurrences of a pattern with a suffix tree corresponds to finding an interval on
the corresponding suffix array. It follows then that finding the size of the subtree
rooted at v equal finding the length of the corresponding interval on the suffix array.
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Figure 2: Suffix tree, suffix array and BWT from text tassuttaa$.
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Both the suffix array and the suffix tree require Θ(n log n) bits of space where as
the underlying text requires only n log σ bits [30]. That is why we do not classify
traditional suffix structures as a compressed indexes. Their functionality, however,
is the basis for compressed text indexes.

4.2 Empirical Entropy of String

One measure for the compressability of a string is called the empirical entropy. Let
T be a string of length n over alphabet Σ = {c1, ..., ch} and let ni be the number
of occurrences of the symbol ci inside T . The zeroth-order empirical entropy of the
string T is defined as:

H0(s) = −
h∑
i=1

ni
n

log
ni
n
,

where h is the number symbols in the alphabet and log is a base two logarithm.
The value |s|H0(s) is the output size of an ideal compressor which uses − log ni

n

bits for coding the symbol ci. This represents the maximum compression we can
achieve using a uniquely decodable code in which a fixed codeword is assigned to
each alphabet symbol [14].

If we take into account the k preceeding symbols, we can achieve greater compression.
For any length-k word w ∈ Ak let ws be the string consisting of the concatenation
of the single characters following each occurrence of w inside s. For example, if
s = abracadabra then abs = rr. The length of ws is the number of occurrences of
ws in s, or if string s is a suffix of ws, then it is the number of occurrences minus
one.

The k-th order empirical entropy is defined as:

Hk(s) =
1

|s|
Σw∈Ak |ws|H0(ws).

For example, if we are looking for the first order empirical entropy of a string s =

tassuttaa, then the strings ws are ts = ata, as = sa, ss = su, us = t. The zeroth-
order empirical values are: H0(ata) = 0.918.., H0(sa) = 1, H0(su) = 1, H0(t) = 0.
From this we can calculate the first order entropy:

H1(s) =
3

9
H0(ata) +

2

9
H0(sa) +

2

9
H0(su) +

1

9
H0(t) = 0.75...
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The entropy is defined for all strings and can be used to measure the performance
of the compression without any additional assumptions, however it is a conservative
lowerbound and one which we may not be always able to achieve [14].

4.3 The Burrows-Wheeler Transform

The Burrows-Wheeler transformation is a technique to preprocess a string before
compressing it. The transformation is often used together with compression al-
gorithms such as move-to-front coding as proposed in the original 1994 article by
Burrows and Wheeler [5]. The technique is made of reversible transformations on
input string T . The final output string bwt(T ) has the same characters as string T ,
but in a different order. The idea is that the string would compress better after the
transformations. The reason why string T would compress better in form bwt(T )

has to do with how the characters of the substring w of T are rearranged together
in bwt(T ).

To compute the Burrows-Wheeler transformation of string T we apply the following
procedure:

1. Add out of alphabet character $ at the end of the string that is smaller than
all the other characters in the alphabet.

2. Form conceptual matrix of T$, in which rows are cyclical shifts of string T$

from left to right.

3. Sort rows alphabetically.

4. The first column of the matrix is called F and represents string T$ in sorted
order. The last column of the matrix is called L and gives us the bwt(T ).

5. The output, bwt(T ), is the last column of the matrix with special character $

removed and the index of the row starting with $.

Burrows and Wheeler showed that the transformation has three properties needed
to reverse the transformation [5]. First, because each column of the BWT matrix is
a permutation of string T$, it follows that we can get the first column F by sorting
the last column L. Second, the previous character of Fi in the text T$ is Fi. Third,
the nth character of type c in L is the nth character of type c in F .
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0 t a s s u t t a a $
1 $ t a s s u t t a a
2 a $ t a s s u t t a
3 a a $ t a s s u t t
4 t a a $ t a s s u t
5 t t a a $ t a s s u
6 u t t a a $ t a s s
7 s u t t a a $ t a s
8 s s u t t a a $ t a
9 a s s u t t a a $ t

F L
1 $ t a s s u t t a a
2 a $ t a s s u t t a
3 a a $ t a s s u t t
9 a s s u t t a a $ t
8 s s u t t a a $ t a
7 s u t t a a $ t a s
4 t a a $ t a s s u t
0 t a s s u t t a a $
5 t t a a $ t a s s u
6 u t t a a $ t a s s

Figure 3: The BWT for string T = tassuttaa. On the left we have the row shifts for
string T$. On the right we have the BWT matrix for string T . The BWT output is
the last column L of the right matrix with $ removed bwt(T ) = aattastus plus the
index of $ I = 7.

For example, in Figure 3 we see that the column F is clearly the column L and
string T$ in the sorted order. We know that the last character is $ and that the
one before it in the original string must be a, the first character in the column L.
We also know that the first a in L must be the same a as first a in F (index 2)
and that the character before a in index two of column F is the character in index
2 of column L, another a. We have now reversed the last two characters (L1 = a,
L2 = a) of string T . This continues until we reach $, at which point the string T
has been obtained.

The greater compressibility of string bwt(T ) over the string T has to do with how
chracters that follow substring w ∈ T are grouped together in bwt(T ) [14]. This is
the consequence of all rotations ending in w being together in the sorted matrix.
For more rigorous analysis of the BWT we refer to the work of Manzini [14].

One important detail of the BWT is the fact that the column F contains the suffixes
of the given text in the same order as the suffix array. It follows then, from the second
property of the BWT, that finding all occurrences of the preceding characters of the
character c in the text T can be done by finding an interval SA[lb, rb] representing
the character c and then corresponding interval on the BWT. For example, let us
find all previous characters of character a in the text T = tassuttaa. We will first
find an interval on the suffix array of T for all occurrences of a, SA[1..3] (Figure 2).
All the preceding symbols of a can now be found on the corresponding interval of
the BWT, L[1..3] = [a, t, t] (Figure 3).

The duality between the Burrows-Wheeler transform and the suffix array explains
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how we can build a compressed index that provides the full functionality of the suffix
array.

4.4 Wavelet Trees

In 2003 Grossi, Gupta and Vitter [16] introduced a new data structure called the
wavelet tree. Originally meant for representing compressed suffix arrays, but is now
used in variety of contexts [29]. The wavelet tree consists of bitvectors and the tree
topology, and allows for fast rank and select operations on arbitrary alphabets.

Let T [1, n] = s1s2...sn be a sequence of symbols si ∈ Σ, where Σ = [1..σ] is the al-
phabet. A wavelet tree for the sequence T [1, n] over aplhabet [1..σ] can be described
recursively, over a sub-alphabet range [a..b] ⊆ [1..σ].

A wavelet tree over alphabet [a..b] is a balanced binary tree with bitvectors at nodes.
The bit at index i marks which subtree the character belongs (see Figure 4). We
define the root bitvector Bvroot [1, n] as follows: if T [i] ≤ (a+ b)/2 then Bvroot [i] = 0,
otherwise Bvroot = 1. In case of an empty interval a = b, the tree is just a leaf
labeled a.

We can now define the wavelet tree recursively. Let T0[1, n0] be the subsequence of
T [1, n] formed by the symbols s ≤ (a+ b)/2, and let T1[1, n1] be the subsequence of
T [1, n] formed by the symbols s > (a+ b)/2. Now, the left child of vroot is a wavelet
tree for T0[1, n0] over alphabet [a..[(a+ b)/2]] and the right child of vroot is a wavelet
tree for T1[1, n1] over alphabet [1 + [(a+ b)/2]..b].

Because we can recover the sequence T from a wavelet tree, we consider wavelet
tree to be a self index. In addition, it takes space assymptotically equal to a plain
representation of T , and allows for accessing any T [i] in O(lg σ) time [29].

To access an arbitrary index we use what is called rank query. Given a bitvector
B[1..n] the rank0(B, i) returns the times number 0 appears on the prefix B[1..i].
Naturally we can define an equivalent version for the 1s of the bitvector. The rank
query can be answered in constant time and in optimal space of n + o(n) bits, as
long as we maintain B in plain form and build extra data structures on it [29].

To extract T [i] we can traverse the tree recursively. We first access Bv[i] and figure
out if it is 0 or 1. If it is 0, we know that T [i] ≤ (σ+1)/2, otherwise T [i] > (σ+1)/2.
Now we need to know which index of the child bitvector did the value T [i] map to.
The value is either ith 0 (left child) or ith 1 (right child) in the child vector. To
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figure this out we can ask rank0(B, i) for the left child and rank1(B, i) for the right
child. In this way we can walk down the tree to a leaf. The label of the leaf is T [i].

For example, let us recover T [5] from the wavelet tree in Figure 4. We first answer
Bvroot [5] = 0 to figure out if we need to traverse the left or the right subtree. Since it
is zero we know our symbol is in the left subtree. Next we call rank0(Bvroot , 5) = 3

to figure out which index our symbol maps to on the left child, and find out, it is the
left subtree. We now repeat the previous steps on the left subtree, Bvrootleft

[3] = 1

and rank1(Bvroot , 3) = 3. Since Bvrootleft
[3] equals one we know our symbol can be

found from the right subtree. By looking at right subtree we find a leaf with the
symbol a and know that T [5] = 5.

The rank query has an inverse operation called select. Select finds the ith 0 or 1
in a bitvector. We can use select to traverse the wavelet tree to opposite direction;
from leaf to the root. The traversal is analogous to the downward traversal except
instead of calling rank we call select. The leaf’s position in the parent node is the
ith occurrence in the child node. For example, if we are on the left subtree and our
leaf maps to the fifth index of the bitvector, we know the leaf is the fifth zero in the
parent vector.

The basic wavelet tree with rank and select queries requires ndlg σe + o(n) lg σ +

O(σ lg n) bits [29]. This still requires at least as much space as the plain represen-
tation of the text T . A common variant of the wavelet tree is the Huffman-shaped
wavelet tree by Mäkinen and Navarro [27]. The Huffman-shaped wavelet tree re-
places the balanced binary tree with a Huffman tree and uses n(H0(T )+1)(1+o(1))

bits of space with average O(H0(T )) time for queries on the wavelet tree.

Finally, we define one extra algorithm on a wavelet tree that will be useful for
us: interval-symbols [37]. The algorithm iterates each leaf or unique symbol c on
the interval [i, j] and returns rank(c, i), rank(c, j) for each symbol. The difference
between rank(c, j) and rank(c, i) for a symbol c corresponds to the number of times
the symbol appears on the interval. The algorithm runs in O(k log σ) time, where k
is the number of unique symbols on the interval.

In practice, a Burrows-Wheeler encoded text stored as a Huffman-shaped wavelet
tree is a core component of the common FM-index family solutions for compressed
suffix arrays.
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Figure 4: Wavelet tree of BWT for string tassuttaa$

4.5 Compressed Suffix Array and Compressed Suffix Tree

The FM-index is a compressed text-index that allows for fast substring queries. It
consists of the Burrows-Wheeler transform for the text and auxialiary structures for
efficiently computing rank queries on it [11]. The rank queries are used in backward
searching for identifying and counting the pattern occurrences.

Recall that the Burrows-Wheeler transform and the suffix array had a relationship.
The rows of the transform matrix correspond to a suffix array and the relationship
between L, SA, and T is captured in the following statement: BWTT [i] = T [SA[i]−
1].

The FM-index allows recovering values of the SA from the BWT. We construct
the last-to-first mapping (LF) by utilizing table C[c] and function rankc(BWT, k).
The table C contains the number of occurrences of characters smaller than c in the
text. For example, if text T = tassuttaa$ then C[$] = 0, C[a] = 1, C[s] = 4,
C[t] = 6, C[u] = 9. The function rankc(BWT, k) returns the number of occurrences
of character c up till index k in the BWT. For example, let BWT (T ) = aattast$us,
then rankt(BWT, 3) = 1 and ranka(BWT, 5) = 3.

We can now define the FM-count algorithm to find all text suffixes prefixed by
pattern p (Algorithm 1). The FM-count algorithm works by iterating over the
pattern in reverse order. While iterating, the algorithm keeps a range over the
column F of bwt(T ), which corresponds to the suffix array over T . If the start and
end of the range cross each other, we know the pattern does not exist. Because
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Algorithm 1 The FM-count(P1, m)
1: i← m, start← 1, end← n

2: while (start ≤ end) and (i ≥ 1) do
3: c← pi

4: start← C[c] +Rank(c, start− 1) + 1

5: end← C[c] +Rank(c, end)

6: end while
7: if start ≥ end then
8: Return "No occurrence"
9: end if
10: Return (start, end)

Figure 5: Pseudocode for computing all text suffixes prefixed by pattern P1.

iterating the interval takes |p| steps and the rank can be executed in constant time,
the running time of FM-count is O(|p|).

In addition to the FM-count algorithm FM-index contains T (BWT, i) method. The
function takes as an input an index on the BWT and returns its position in the text.
The function uses the same auxiliary constructs: C and rank.

In practice, there are several ways to implement FM-index. Shareghi et al. chose a
Huffman-shaped prefix code wavelet tree from the SDSL-lite library [15], which is
based on a Huffman-shaped wavelet tree introduced by Mäkinen and Navarro [27].

With the compressed BWT of the text and with C and rank the FM-index can es-
sentially play a role of the suffix array. In this work, we refer to the Huffman-shaped
wavelet tree, that provides the functionality of the FM-index and consequently the
suffix array, as the compressed suffix array. We use the CSA as a part of the com-
pressed suffix tree data structure.

When it comes to compressed suffix trees, there are plenty of options. Shareghi et
al. chose the OG-CST by Ohlebusch and Gog [32]. In general, CST solutions can be
divided roughly to two categories: the first stores the tree topology explicitly in a
sequence of balanced parantheses and the second derives the tree topology from the
intervals in the LCP-array. The OG-CST belongs to the former category and takes
in practice 4−6n bits in addition to CSA. The OG-CST stores the boundaries of SA
interval for each node and can report the interval and size of the interval in constant
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time. Also, the degree of the node or the size of the subtree rooted at node v can
be theoretically computed in constant time with rank and select queries, although
in practice the implementation used by Shareghi et al. takes O( σ

w
) where w is the

word length [15].

Together the compressed suffix array and the additional tree topology form the
compressed suffix tree structure which can be used to solve several problems in
stringology and bioinformatics and which Shareghi et al. used to build their language
model.

4.6 Directly Addressable Variable-Length Codes

Integer vectors are the basic unit of many problem domains including data compres-
sion and information retrieval. The simplest form of encoding to offer for integer
vectors would be to assign a word’s length of bits to each integer. This way an array
of integers of length n would be encoded in, for example, 32n or 64n bits. This
format would provide no compression, but allow for fast access. Over the years sev-
eral techniques have been developed where the integer size is not fixed but variable.
Among the variable length codes the δ- and γ-codes [8] are perhaps the best known.

In 1999 Williams and Zobel introduced variable byte-coding (vbyte) [42]. In variable
byte-coding, integers are divided into bytes 8 bits each where each byte’s most
significant bit is reserved as a continuation bit. If an integer fits into seven bits we
represent the integer with the seven bits and set the continuation bit zero. If the
integer needs more than seven bits we insert the first seven bits into the first byte,
set continuation bit one and continue this way until we have reached the end of the
integer.

The generalized version of this encoding is also known as escaping [40]. Vbyte coding
or escaping with parameter b divides a k-bit integer into K = dk/(b − 1)e pieces
of b − 1 bits each and encodes them into K blocks of b bits each. For example, if
pi = 25 = 110012 and b = 4, then we need two chunks for the representation: 0011

and 1001.

Compared to an optimal encoding of blog pi + 1c bits, this code loses one bit per
b bits of pi, plus possibly an almost empty final chunk, for a total space of N ≤
dN0(1+1/b)e+nb bits, where N0 =

∑
1≤i≤nblog(pi+1)c and N is the length achieved

by Huffman encoding the sequence [3]. As a tradeoff vbyte codes are very fast to
decode.
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L1 bitvector 1 0 1
L1 blocks 001 001 001
L2 bitvector 0 0
L2 blocks 011 011

Figure 6: Vbyte coding of numbers 25, 1 and 25 organized in layers for fast access.

A frequent problem with variable-length codes is that it is not possible to access
the ith integer directly. The problem is especially pressing in compressed data
structures, where we want to manipulate the data in compressed form. We can
provide fast random access to vbyte codes with minor additional cost by rearranging
the codes and adding a structure to support rank queries.

Fast random access to vbyte codes can be achieved by reorganizing the blocks into
layers and separating the continuation bits in to separate layers of bitvectors that
support rank queries [3]. The first layer contains the first blocks of each integer
plus the continuation bits separated into a bit vector. The second layer contains the
second blocks for each integer and again continuation bits in a separate bit vector,
and so on until the maximum length of integer blocks. To access an integer i, we
can access the ith block in the first layer and check the corresponding bit in the
bitvector. If the bit is 1 we know the next part of the integer can be found in the
position of rank(i) in the next layer. We will follow this pattern till we reach the
last block with continuation bit 0. The rank data structure requires O(N log logN

(b−1) logN )

extra space, where N is the length of the encoded sequence in bits, and at most
d logS
(b−1)e accesses, where S is the sum of all numbers [3].

5 Infinite-order Language Modeling With CST

Using suffix trees as a language model and computing Kneser-Kney parameters from
the suffix tree has been considered previously by Kennington et al. [24]. In 2015
and 2016 Shareghi et al. introduced two papers [37, 38] where they continued this
line of work and proposed computing both Kneser-Ney and modified Kneser-Ney
probabilities from the compressed suffix tree. The first paper supported on-the-fly
computation of the Kneser-Ney probabilities and achieved good results in terms of
memory, however it did not allow for computing the modified Kneser-Ney probabil-
ities and was slower than other leading LM-toolkits. The second paper addressed
these issues and moved some of the computational burden from the querying to the
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index building step. The second paper also added the modified Kneser-Ney counts
to the computation.

Shareghi et al. based their language model on a compressed suffix tree with addi-
tional compressed vectors for storing the MKN counts and discounts. The construc-
tion of the index can be divided into four steps: CSA and CST construction, counts
and discounts computation.

Shareghi et al. also showed how to compute the MKN counts and discounts from the
CST. The right context counts and raw counts can be computed straight from the
tree topology. The left context counts and the right-left context counts need also
the Burrows-Wheeler transform and utilize the wavelet tree. The discounts need
them both.

Their query algorithm works by taking a set of sentences and querying them against
the language model and taking the sum of the results. The algorithm responsible for
computing the probability for each sentence is the MKN probability P (Algorithm 2)
and is a sliding window algorithm. The algorithm moves an n-gram length window
over the query text and computes the MKN probabilities on each step. We will look
at this algorithm in Section 5.3 and our modified version of it in Section 6.3.

The Shareghi et al. method allows for unlimited Markov order querying and achieves
competitive results, especially when memory is a limiting factor.

5.1 The Compressed Index

Shareghi et al. used a compressed suffix tree based text index to store the text
corpus and compute the modified Kneser-Ney variables. In addition to the CST,
they used directly addressable variable-length codes (DAC; [3]) and compressed bit
vectors with the compression scheme of Raman et al. [36] to store the precomputed
values.

In practice, Shareghi et al. used the SDSL-lite library by Gog et al. [15] to construct
their algorithms. They picked the Huffman-shaped wavelet tree by Mäkinen and
Navarro [27] to construct the FM-Index. For the suffix tree they used the OG-CST
proposed by Ohlebusch and Gog [32].

The index construction algorithm proceeds in roughly three steps. The algorithm
goes through the corpus and transforms the words into integers. Special symbols
get the first few integers the rest are assigned to the words of the corpus based
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on the frequency; the most common gets the lowest integer and so on. Next the
algorithm builds the compressed suffix array and then the compressed suffix tree.
Finally, the algorithm precomputes the discounts and counts of the Modified Kneser-
Ney algorithm, which is the slowest step of the build algorithm. In practice, the
precomputation step often takes more than double the time compared to the building
of the data structure.

The algorithm does not pick every node for precomputation. Most of the nodes of
the suffix tree are not likely going to be visited at query time. Also, the lower we
are in the suffix tree the faster it is to compute the KN and MKN counts, as the SA
interval corresponding to a node will be smaller. For these reasons it makes sense
to precompute counts only for the top partition of the suffix tree. Shareghi et al.
precomputed values up till n-gram length 10.

Shareghi et al. structured the precomputed cache in order of the ids of the CST.
Each node of the suffix tree can be identified by the order in which it is visited
in a DFS traversal of the suffix tree. The DFS-based id of the vertex v can be
determined in O(1) time [32]. The precomputed values are stored in DAC-vectors
in a DFS-order. The index uses an additional compressed bit vector bv of size O(n),
where n is the number of nodes in the suffix tree, to allow for efficient retrieval of
precomputed counts at query time. The bv supports fast rank operations, which are
used to determine the node v’s position in the compressed DAC-vector. The number
of 1s preceding id(v) in the bv gives us the index in corresponding DAC-vector. The
authors report compression rate of ≈ 5.2 bits per integer for the DAC-vector.

Algorithm 2 of Shareghi et al. [38] precomputes and stores the expensive counts:

N1+(•α•), N1+(•α), N1,2(α•), N ′1,2(α•),

in DAC-vectors. The algorithm visits the suffix tree nodes in the DFS-order and
selects the node to be precomputed only, if it is a leaf and is below the treshold
depth. If a node is selected to be precomputed, the six values are stored in the
DAC-vectors and the bit vector is marked with one. After iterating the tree the
algorithm writes the DAC-vectors and the bv bitvector to the disk.

5.2 Computing Modified Kneser-Ney Counts and Discounts

In 2015 Shareghi et al. [37] showed how to compute the counts for Kneser-Ney
Language Model from the compressed suffix tree and in 2016 they extended their
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previous work and showed how to compute the Modified Kneser-Ney counts and
discounts from the compressed suffix tree [38]. The four counts of Kneser-Ney c(α),
N1+(•α), N1+(•α•) and N1+(α•) can be computed directly from the CST in the
following manner.

The raw occurrences of pattern α can be counted directly from the corresponding
vertex v in the CST. The number of leaves in the subtree rooted at v correspond to
the raw occurrences of pattern α. This is equivalent to computing the size of the
range [lb, rb] implicitly associated with each node in the SA and the BWT , which
can be done in O(1) time from the OG-CST. For example, consider computing c(t)
from the suffix tree in the Figure 2. We follow the tree to the corresponding node
v and find the interval lb = 6, rb = 8. This is an interval on the suffix array
corresponding to all occurrences of pattern t in the text. Now the interval length,
rb− lb = 3, gives us the raw occurrences of pattern t.

We can determine the left context countN1+(α•) by counting the immediate children
of the node v associated with the pattern α. For example, consider computing
N1+(t•) from the suffix tree in Figure 2. The immediate children of the vertex v
correspond to all paths leading out of the vertex. The first symbols of these path
labels are all the symbols that follow pattern t in the text. A special case occurs
when we are in the middle of a branch. In this case exactly one symbol can follow
the pattern α, and it is the next symbol on the path label.

The right context count, N1+(•α), can be counted from the node v associated with
pattern α and the BWT. The leaves of the subtree rooted at node v correspond to
an interval [lb, rb] on the suffix array and consequently on the corresponding BWT.
The BWT has the property that each symbol of the BWT match to the previous
character of the corresponding symbol in the SA, so the node v defines an interval
on the BWT in which each symbol is a previous symbol of the pattern α. Now we
need only to iterate the interval and pick the unique symbols. This corresponds to
iterating the wavelet tree, calling rank on each index of the interval and picking
the unique symbols. This is the previously defined interval-symbols. For example,
computing N1+(•t) in Figure 2 involves traversing to the node v corresponding to
the pattern t. Finding the interval BWT [6..8] = [t, $, u]. Iterating the interval to
pick the unique symbols, which are all the symbols that precede the pattern t in the
text and the number of symbols is our right context count.

The left and right context, N1+(•α•), can be computed as a combination of the
left and the right contexts. For each symbol u, that can follow pattern α, in other
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words the left contexts of pattern α, we compute the right context N1+(•αu). This
involves calling the interval-symbols procedure per each child of the node associated
with pattern α and is the most expensive of the KN counts.

Following their previous work, in 2016 Shareghi et al. [38] showed how to compute
modified Kneser-Ney counts from the compressed suffix tree. The MKN counts
N1,2,3+(α•) andN ′1,2,3+(α•) represent the most expensive operations of all the counts.
We can find the counts N1,2,3+(α•) by counting the grand children of the node α. For
each child ci of the node v corresponding to the pattern α we count the grandchildren
gj. The N1(α•) is the number of children ci where the number of grand children is
exactly one and the N2(α•) is the number of children ci where the number of grand
children is exactly two. Finally the count N3+(α•) can be counted as diffrerence:
N3+(α•) = N1+(α•) - N1(α•) + N2(α•).

Computing the N ′1,2,3+(α•) involves calling the expensive interval-symbols proce-
dure. We compute the count N ′1(α•) by taking the following symbols wi for the
pattern α and count the cases where the right context N(•αwi) = 1. We compute
the counts N ′2(α•) and N ′3+(α•) exactly the same way by taking the following sym-
bols of the pattern α and computing the number of unique preceding symbols for
each new pattern αwi. For example consider computing N ′1(t•) in Figure 2. This
involves finding each child of the node v and computing the right context for each
child, N1+(• ta) and N1+(• ttaa$). These correspond to BWT intervals BWT [6..7]

and BWT [8]. Because the interval BWT [8] is the only interval with the number of
unique symbols exactly one, N ′1(t•) = 1.

Each step of computing N1,2,3+ can be done in constant time, but because of
the interval-symbols computing the N ′1,2,3+ becomes the most expensive operation.
Shareghi et al. give N ′1,2,3+(α•) the time complexity of O(d|P (α)| log σ) where the d
is the number of children of the node v and report that the modified counts N1,2,3+

and N ′1,2,3+ together are responsible for 99% of the query time.

We describe only briefly how Shareghi et al. compute the discount parameters. This
is a fairly straightforward operation and we refer reader to the paper in question
and in particular to Algorithm 4 of Shareghi et al [38]. The discounts Dk(i) can
be computed straight from the CST by iterating the tree. For each node v of the
suffix tree they compute the discount in a straightforward manner by utilizing four
functions: string-depth, size, interval-symbols and depth-next-sentinel. Out of the
four functions the first three have been exaplained previously. The depth-next-
sentinel function together with a bit vector of sentinels, a vector of symbols to mark
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separation of sentences and the end of the corpus, locates the next sentinel in the
text by using SA, rank and select operations.

5.3 Computing Modified Kneser-Ney Probability

In 2015, Shareghi et al. introduced their method for computing Kneser-Ney proba-
bility from a compressed suffix tree and further improved on it in their paper in 2016
[37, 38]. The core of the algorithm is a sliding window iterative loop of the k-gram
length. The windows goes through the query sentence and at each step executes the
recursive calls of the modified Kneser-Ney algorithm.

The algorithm proceeds by moving a sliding window over the pattern and matching
the corresponding contexts vfull in the compressed suffix tree. At each step the
algorithm passes a vector of the previous matches [vk]

m−1
k=0 as an input to the next

(Algorithm 2, line 1).

The algorithm iterates the recursive steps of the MKN algorithm starting with the
unigram probability (Algorithm 2, line 4). At each k-gram length, the full match
vfullk−1 is calculated from the previous matches using the backward-search procedure
(Algorithm 2, line 8). The algorithm retrieves the discounts on line 9 and computes
the MKN counts on lines 13 and 15-17. If the tree depth is less than the treshold
value, the algorithm retrieves the MKN counts from the DAC-cache. Finally on
the lines 24 and 25 the algorithm computes the smoothing weight and the MKN
probability for the matching k-gram.

The algorithms N123PFront, N1PBack1, N1PFrontBack1 and N123PFront for com-
puting KN and MKN counts have been described in detail in works by Shareghi et
al. [37, 38] and correspond to the steps described in the previous Section 5.2.

5.4 Summary of Results

Shareghi et al. used the SDSL library by Gog et al. [15] to implement their com-
pressed suffix tree based language model. They used different data sets, Europarl,
Common Crawl, News-Commentary and NewsCrawl with varying sizes from 382MiB
to 32GiB, to test their model. For all their word level language models they used
n ≤ 10 and they compared their model against KenLM [18] and SRILM [39].

With the small 382MiB German Europarl corpus, Shareghi et al. compared their
CST-based model against SRILM and KenLM and discovered that the CST-based
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Algorithm 2 MKN probability P(wi|wi−1i−(m−1))

1: Assumption: vk is the matching node for wi−1i−k

2: vfull0 ← root(t)

3: p← 1/|σ|
4: for k ← 1 to m do
5: if vk−1 does not match then
6: break out of the loop
7: end if
8: vfullk ← back-search([lb(vfullk−1), rb(v

full
k−1)], wi−k+1)

9: Dk(1), Dk(2), Dk(3+)← discounts for k-grams
10: if k = m then
11: c← size(vfullk )

12: d← size(vk−1)

13: N1,2,3+ ← N123PFront(t, vk−1, wi−1i−k+1, 0)

14: else
15: c← N1PBack1(t, vfullk , wi−1i−k+1)

16: d← N1PFrontBack1(t, vk−1, w
i−1
i−k+1)

17: N1,2,3+ ← N123PFront(t, vk−1, wi−1i−k+1, 1)

18: end if
19: if 1 ≤ c ≤ 2 then
20: c← c−Dk(c)

21: else
22: c← c−Dk(3+)

23: end if
24: γ ← Dk(1), N1 +Dk(2)N2 +Dk(3+)N3+

25: p← 1
d
(c+ γp)

26: end for
27: return (p, [vfullk ]m−1k=0 )

Figure 7: Adapted from the Algorithm 3 of Shareghi et al. 2016. The algorithm
computes the MKN probability for a sentence.
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approach was two to four times slower than both of them, with the exception of
n = 10, where it outperformed SRILM. For KenLM and SRILM the biggest time
sink was reading the data from the disk. If the disk read time was removed, SRILM
and KenLM performed an order of magnitude better than the CST-based approach.

Shareghi et al. benchmarked their language model against KenLM trie with bigger
32GiB Common Crawl data set and observed considerable gains in both time and
space. In the construction phase their solution had a higher memory peak than
KenLM on lower order n, but reached KenLM levels on higher order n. The memory
requirement for querying was considerably lower than KenLM sometimes even 10x
lower and the query time suffered much less from the increase in data size than
KenLM. At its best, the CST-based approach achieved several orders of magnitude
faster query time than KenLM, however, here again the disk read was the bottleneck
for KenLM. When it was excluded from timing, the KenLM outperformed the CST
based approach with five times faster query time even on the biggest data set and
when n equaled ten.

6 Experiments

We experimented with the work of Shareghi et al. in different ways. Early on several
different attempts showed very little promise, such as trying different compressed
vectors or gathering all precomputed values in a single vector, but we came to
indentify three methods that showed promise. We focused on the precomputation
step, for this was the most computationally expensive part of the language model
after the building of the CST.

In particular, we looked at the DAC-vector access times from a CPU and cache
efficiency point of view. In addition we attempted to improve the run-time of the
interval-symbols operation as it is one of the slowest functions in the computation.

We extended the work of Shareghi et al. by cloning their code base1 and continuing
where they left off. To build their model, Shareghi et al. used the compressed data
structure library SDSL-lite by Gog et al.[15]. We built our custom vector to our
own fork of SDSL-lite library2 and rest to our own fork of CSTLM3.

1https://github.com/eehsan/cstlm
2https://github.com/elmhaapa/sdsl-lite
3https://github.com/elmhaapa/cstlm
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6.1 HAC-Vector

We constructed a custom uncompressed HAC-vector to test the relevance of the
compressed DAC-vectors. We tested our solution against different data sets and
found minor space and time tradeoffs.

Recall that Shareghi et al. used vbyte coding to store the vectors for MKN pre-
computed values. Also recall that the vbyte coding is a tradeoff between space and
time. The fact that we sacrifice some random access speed for a gain in space and
the speculation that most of the counts would be relatively small, motivated us to
construct a custom uncompressed HAC-vector to see, if the use of the vbyte vector
is fully justified.

The custom uncompressed HAC-vector works by storing 64 bit integers in a data
structure made from a byte array and a hashmap. If the integer is less than or equal
to 254, we store it in a normal byte array. The last number of an eight bit integer
255, works as a token to mark numbers bigger than 254. When we encounter a
number bigger than 254 we mark the byte array with 255 and store the integer in a
normal hashmap with the index of the byte array as a key.

We implemented a custom uncompressed HAC-vector as part of the SDSL library
and replaced the vbyte encoded DAC-vectors in the Shareghi et al. code base with
our own. We then measured the space and time tradeoff between the compressed
and uncompressed vectors and found minor gains in speed but suffered relatively big
losses in terms of space. We discuss these results further in Section 7. Algorithm 3
shows the methods and structures needed to construct the HAC-vector.

6.2 Iterating the Burrows-Wheeler Transform

Recall that Shareghi et al. used the interval-symbols operation to precompute counts
and discounts for MKN. The interval-symbols algorithm works on the wavelet tree
and returns all unique symbols on the given interval. We wanted to see what the
cost of this approach is in comparison to computing the unique symbols straight
from the BWT.

Shareghi et al. used the interval-symbols method to precompute the left context
counts for the modified Kneser-Ney N ′1,2,3+(•α) and N1+(•α) for the discounts. Re-
call that Shareghi et al. precomputed only the expensive N ′1,2(•α) because the
N ′3+(•α) can be computed on-the-fly as the combination of N ′1+,1,2. We changed
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Algorithm 3 HAC-Vector(n)
1: ba ← byte array of length n
2: map ← HashMap from 64bit integer to 64bit integer
3: function insert(i, k):
4: if k ≤ 254 then
5: ba[i] = k

6: else
7: ba[i] = 255

8: map[i] = k

9: end if
10: function get(i):
11: return ba[i] ≤ 254 ? ba[i] : map[i]

Figure 8: Uncompressed HAC-vector.

their implementation for computing N ′1,2(•α) and N1+(•α) to our own iterative ver-
sion and compared the running time and memory usage.

Our method works by keeping the full BWT in memory and iterating over the
interval keeping track of unique symbols in a set. Our approach works in linear
time, but suffers from the fact that we have to keep the full uncompressed BWT in
memory. However, we estimated that by avoiding the wavelet tree traversals of the
interval-symbols, we would achieve substantial gains in speed.

6.3 Buffering Accesses for MKN Counts

Recall that the Shareghi et al. precomputed the modified Kneser-Ney counts by
traversing the suffix tree, computing the values and storing them in a depth-first
order in the vbyte encoded DAC-cache. On query side, the counts were accessed
by sliding a window over the sentence and matching each k-gram on the suffix tree
(Algorithm 2).

This approach is highly cache inefficient. Although the values are packed tightly in
the DAC-vectors, each step of Algorithm 2 potentially traverses to a different node
of the suffix tree and consequently accesses a very different part of the DAC-vector.
We hypothesize that we can achieve considerable gains in time by buffering and then
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Algorithm 4 traverse(X,w)
1: n← 0

2: for each wi|wi−1i−(m−1) in w do
3: Assumption: vk is the matching node for wi−1i−k

4: n← n+ 1

5: vfull0 ← root(t)

6: for k ← 1 to m do
7: n← n+ 1

8: X[n].k ← k

9: X[n].b← vk−1 does not match
10: X[n].v ← back-search([lb(vfullk−1), rb(v

full
k−1)], wi−k+1)

11: X[n].v1← vk−1

12: X[n].v2← wi−1i−k+1

13: X[n].km← k = m

14: end for
15: end for
16: return (X,n)

Figure 9: The traversing part of Algorithm 2. For each given word and a history,
we traverse the suffix tree and store the needed values in a corresponding struct.
Algorithm executes the expensive backward-search operation.

sorting DAC-accesses before computing the values.

We constructed our own MKN probability algorithm by breaking the Algorithm 2
into its atomic steps, reorganizing it by sorting, computing values in a more cache
efficient order and putting it together again by reversing the sorting.

Our algorithm begins by constructing a vector of structs, a continuous memory block,
to store the variables at each step of Algorithm 2. Recall that the MKN algorithm
is a recursive algorithm and that Algorithm 2 moves a sliding window over the
pattern and computes MKN probability for each window finally summing them up.
Destructuring this into a vector means creating a vector of length n × |pattern|,
where each index corresponds to a recursive step in the MKN algorithm.

Our Algorithm 4 traverses the k-grams exactly in the same order as Algorithm 2,
executes the expensive backward-search, and stores the needed state variables into
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Algorithm 5 compute(n,X)
1: for j ← 1 to n do
2: k ← X[j].k

3: if X[j].b then
4: continue
5: end if
6: vfullk ← X[j].v

7: vk−1 ← X[j].v1

8: wi−1i−k+1 ← X[j].v2

9: Dk(1), Dk(2), Dk(3+)← discounts for k-grams
10: if X[j].km then
11: c← size(vfullk )

12: d← size(vk−1)

13: N1,2,3+ ← N123PFront(t, vk−1, wi−1i−k+1, 0)

14: else
15: c← N1PBack1(t, vfullk , wi−1i−k+1)

16: d← N1PFrontBack1(t, vk−1, w
i−1
i−k+1)

17: N1,2,3+ ← N123PFront(t, vk−1, wi−1i−k+1, 1)

18: end if
19: if 1 ≤ c ≤ 2 then
20: c← c−Dk(c)

21: else
22: c← c−Dk(3+)

23: end if
24: X[j].γ, X[j].c, X[j].d← γ, c, d
25: end for
26: return (X,n)

Figure 10: The computation part of Algorithm 2. The parameter X is the traversed
values in a sorted order. For each X[j], either retrieves the corresponding precom-
puted value from the cache or computes the modified Kneser-Ney parameters. In
the end, the MKN values are stored in the struct array.
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Algorithm 6 sum(n,X)
1: psum← 0

2: j ← 0

3: while j ≤ n do
4: j ← j + 1

5: p← 1/|σ|
6: for k ← 1 to m do
7: j ← j + 1

8: γ, c, d ← X[j].γ, X[j].c, X[j].d

9: p← 1
d
(c+ γp)

10: end for
11: psum← psum+ p

12: end while
13: return psum

Figure 11: The probability computation part of Algorithm 2. The parameter X is
the computed values reversed back to the original order. For each k-gram we walk
the recursive steps in correct order and sum the probabilities. The return value is
the sum of MKN probability for each k-gram in a query sentence.
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our vector (Algorithm 4, lines 6-13). The vector is then sorted matching the order
of the DAC-vectors. We can now access the DAC-cache in consecutive order and
a simple for-loop suffices (Algorithm 5) to compute the needed values γ, c and d,
which we store in our vector (Algorithm 5, line 24).

We experimented with different sorting techniques and discovered that C++ stan-
dard library sort std::sort worked well for us in practice. Implementations for
std::sort procedure vary, but in this case the GNU Standard C++ Library im-
plementation was used, which is a hybrid sort formed from quicksort, heapsort and
insertion sort [1].

Finally our algorithm reverses the sorting and traverses the computed values so that
the recursive MKN probabilities come together in a correct order (Algorithm 6).

7 Results

We measured our algorithms over small, medium and large size corpora. We chose as
the small 3.4GiB corpus the European Parliament Proceedings Parallel Corpus 1996-
2011 [26], our medium size 9GiB corpus was the NewsCrawl corpus from Machine
Translation Conference 2019 (WMT19)4 and for our large corpus we used a 30GiB
subset of the 2019 crawl of the Common Crawl corpus [4]. We queried each corpus
with different test sets, each having exactly 399,375 lines of text.

We ran the experiments on a server with six cores and two threads per core, giving
us a total of 12 CPUs. Each CPU was an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v4 @
2.40GHz and the L1d, L1i, L2 and L3 caches were 32KB, 32KB, 256KB and 35840KB
respectively. We allocated 120GiB of memory for each experiment.

The Europarl corpus is made of 20 different languages taken from the European
Parliament. We chose the English translations for each language and combined
them into a 3.4GiB corpus. We queried this corpus with 399,375 lines from the
NewsCrawl dataset.

The NewsCrawl data set is a corpus of crawled news articles between 2007-2017.
The corpus contains news articles in several languages and a parallel english texts.
We combined the english parts of the NewsCrawl data set into a single corpus of
9.0GiB in size. We queried the data set with a set of sentences picked on random
from the Europarl corpus.

4http://www.statmt.org/wmt19/
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The Common Crawl data set contains 30GiB raw text crawled from the web. The
previous two data sets were made of mostly English language texts and therefore had
a relatively small alphabet. The Common Crawl corpus represents an edge case in a
sense that it contains texts from large numer of languages. In addition to languages,
it also contains lists of numbers, URLs and other uncleaned data. Our experiment
did not focus on the language model accuracy and that is why we did not prune
or clean the data sets. We queried the Common Crawl corpus with two query sets
each made of 399,375 lines picked from the 2019 Common Crawl corpus. The query
set A contains randomly picked lines not included in our corpus. This represents a
worst case for our algorithms. Even though the index size is large, the possible space
of different texts on the web is far larger, and very likely our language model has
never seen the query text before. We contrast this with query set B, which contains
a subset of the corpus itself. We randomly picked 399,375 lines with word length
over 10 from our own corpus. This way each query text is guaranteed to exist in the
suffix tree.

We did not explore improvements on the accuracy of the model, but by running the
CST-based LM by Shareghi et al. on the Europarl and NewsCrawl corpus revealed
a commonly known property of Kneser-Ney smoothing (see Figure 12). Namely, as
the n-gram length increases, gains in accuracy diminish. Already after an n-gram
length of 5 the gains are marginal. This was replicated with different data sets and
can be observed in the results of Shareghi et al.

Replacing the interval-symbols method with our own performed the poorest of all
experiments. We ran the experiment only with the small Europarl corpus, but the
results were clear. Keeping the raw BWT in memory and iterating over it gave huge
increase in memory, as expected. However, it did not improve the running time at
all. At build time, the memory usage grew to 8.4GiB, when the default solution
by Shareghi et al. took only 5.0GiB of memory. The running time was worse
when iterating the BWT with 167.078 seconds going to computing the discounts
and 688.246 seconds to the counts, whereas the default solution took only 157.699
seconds with discounts and 709.858 seconds with counts.

Replacing the compressed DAC-vectors with custom HAC-vectors gave a good speed-
up depending on the data set (see Figure 14), and surprisingly took almost the same
amount of memory at the query time. On the small Europarl data set, our HAC-
vector performed almost as well as the default algorithm by Shareghi et al. (see
Figure 14 (a)). The NewsCrawl data set shows the real benefit of using our solu-
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Europarl 7746 4618 4284 3524 2977 2784 2730 2718 2716 2716
NewsCrawl 4944 339 213 194 190 188 186 186 186 186

Figure 12: The perplexity score on CST based LM against Europarl and NewsCrawl
corpora.

tion. The HAC-vector ran from 20% to 24% faster on the higher-order n-grams (see
Figure 14 (b)). Even on the Common Crawl query set A (see Figure 14 (c)), which
represents the worst case for our HAC-vector, it did not run much slower than the
default solution by Shareghi et al. In all the experiments, the memory usage of our
solutions stayed at the same level as the default approach.

Buffering the DAC-vector accesses and ordering them to hit the cache in consecutive
order performed consistently better than the unordered approach (see Figure 14).
As the n-gram length increases the number of accesses to the cache grows and the
gains for doing so in proper order override the marginal cost of sorting the array.
The memory cost of allocating the extra vector was negligible as the size of the index
completely dwarfed the query size (see Figure 13). The NewsCrawl data set show
consistently 10% to 15% speed-up on higher-order n-grams. Our solution is faster,
even on the small Europarl data set. On the other hand, the Common Crawl query
set A shows no improvement. This is likely due to the computation not accessing the
precomputed cache. The query set B shows great results again, but this is because
uncleaned data contained extremely long strings of text. As the length of the text
increases, so does the number of elements in our buffer. The longer the buffer, the
more we gain from sorting it.

The CST based LM was highly compact as expected. The memory peak with all
three corpora stayed under the corpus size. The Figure 13 shows the memory peak
for all three data sets under the Default, HAC and Buffering experiments.

Overall the Europarl and NewsCrawl data sets best showcase the performance of our
solution in practice. The Common Crawl data set and the two query sets associated
with it show how our algorithms scale and perform under boundary conditions. In
practice, both uncompressed HAC-vector and buffering the DAC-accesses execute at
least as fast as the Shareghi et al’s approach, sometimes even faster with negligible
cost in space.
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Corpus Europarl NewsCrawl CommonCrawl
MemoryPeak 2.9GiB 7.1GiB 27GiB

Figure 13: Memory peak at query time for default, HAC and Buffering approaches.
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Figure 14: Query times with default solution by Shareghi et al., buffering the DAC-
accesses and our uncompressed HAC-vector.
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8 Conclusions

We suggest that taking into account the CPU, memory, cache and data when design-
ing optimized compressed data structures can yield vastly improved results. Even
though we can not conclude that our algorithms run faster in the general case, it is
revealing that our fairly naive uncompressed vector completely defeated the more
sophisticated vbyte encoded compressed vectors. In addition, we highlight the im-
portance of understanding your data, not only for the sake of accuracy of the model,
but also for the possible gains in time and space.

Our approach was to study the works of Shareghi et al. both from theoretical
and practical points of view to get an understanding of how their model behaves.
In addition to studying the algorithms they selected to implement their CST-based
model, we ran several experiments to figure out the properties of the datasets, access
patterns, precomputed counts, interval lengths and so on. This allowed us to design
two improvements which consistently ran faster than the Shareghi et al. approach.

Further research into smaller index size should look to improve the encoding. The
zeroth-order compression of the Huffman-based wavelet tree is likely not the best
compressor for natural language text. We considered using RLFM-based index by
Mäkinen and Navarro [27] to utilize the k-th order compression, but currently the
SDSL-lite implementation does not contain the interval-symbols function for RLFM.
We leave this for future work.

The purpose of the small index size is to leverage bigger datasets to gain better ac-
curacy with the model. However, it is commonly known that count-based smoothing
techniques do poorly in comparison against neural based techniques, especially with
higher order n-grams [17, 6, 21]. This is why there is likely less to gain when pushing
for smaller index size, bigger corpus size and higher order n-gram modeling. Previ-
ous work and our observations with higher-order n-grams and Kneser-Ney smoothing
confirm this.

Nevertheless, indexing n-grams and accessing attached satellite data is likely to stay
as a relevant problem for NLP and in other domains. Cache inefficiencies of tree
structures are a well known problem and finding ways to exploit cache locality can
possibly yield great results. Our approach with ordering the vector accesses shows
one possible approach to the problem.
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